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Geneva, April 7, 2014 
  
Media briefing: 
 
In reference to the March 31st 2014 issued by Malca-Amit (Switzerland) SA on the theft of my 50.66 ct pink 
diamond, I  Sylla Moussa, am issuing this present press release in order to reply to the news briefing. 
I strongly deny the defamatory allegations of Malca-Amit (Switzerland) SA and in particular the calumnious 
allegations of Mr. Francisco Mauro Bautista. 
A criminal complaint for defamation (art. 173 of the Swiss Criminal Code) is submitted today with the 
General Prosecutor of Geneva together with an official confirmation by the South African Police Service 
stating officially that no conviction has been recorded for any crime in the Republic of South Africa against 
me. In fact, I am in possession of the SA Police clearance certificate.  
As this defamatory and calumny matter we have dealt with, let’s focus on the real subject! 
 

1. I have deposited my diamond and signed a storage contract dated August 16 2007 as the sole legal 

owner of the said diamond. 

2. I am still in possession of the original deposit contract with Malca-Amit. 

3. I have never signed for a release and never authorized Malca-Amit to release my diamond to 

anyone or any third party. Especially to said Zunaidi Moti (Abbas Moti) in which Malca-Amit 

(Switzerland) SA was clearly warned not to release my diamond to Zunaid  Moti (Abbas Moti) . 

4. I have in my possession, confirmation from Malca-Amit notably in 2013 that they are holding my 

50.66 ct diamond in their storage on my behalf plus several formal and legal evidences which are 

in the hands of the relevant Swiss authorities. 

5. We state that it is in the public domain that the Regional Manager Europe, Israel Logistics and 

Supply Chain of Malca-Amit Hochberg Aharon (Aaron) has resigned one month ago together with 

the main Director Madieu Emmanuel-Philippe who was dealing directly with our deposit through 

the alleged fraudulent transfer and theft of my diamond, all in which is fully documented.   

 
We are confident that the Swiss justice will prevail and justice will be done.  
 
Thus clarify our position, 
 
 
Thank you all  
 

 
Sylla M 
 
 

http://www.sylladiamond.com/

